The contact info for the vendor that we order our custom yellow pedflags from along with a description of the flags that we purchase;

Zumar Industries, Inc., 1-800-426-7967, email: info@zumar.com

Yellow Pedflags:
14x14 inch yellow vinyl material attached to a 24" wooden handle that is ¾" in diameter.
Both sides are printed in black ink with pedflag man symbol and a city of Kirkland logo.

We also attach an 8"x1" piece of yellow reflective tape to both sides of the flag to help with visibility at night.

We do not have a vendor for the holders that we use downtown but create them ourselves after acquiring the necessary materials. Here is the link to the online restaurant supply store that we purchased the stainless steel container from (a 4 ¼ inch bain marie and you do not need the lid), the can’s dimensions are listed as part of the product description;


This is a link to the same site but shows the plastic container (8 quart) and lid (rose), dimensions are in the product description;

http://www.foodservicewarehouse.com/cambro/square-containers/c2924.aspx